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Abstract: Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) can help the European Union (EU) in accelerating
the cost-effective renovation of existing building stock. However, there are many risks and barriers
that can inhibit the application of EPC. These barriers include uncertainty about building data, lack
of quality assurance regarding the post-renovation energy performance, and process complexity.
In order to cross these barriers, this paper presents ModSCO. ModSCO is a web application based
on a Reduced Order grey-box Model (ROM) able to systematically quantify the energy savings
achieved through Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs) utilising the schema of the International
Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP). The benefits of utilising ModSCO
in terms of accuracy and time savings are demonstrated with a comparison with a whole building
energy model developed with IES-VE.

Keywords: reduced order model; International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol;
energy savings; building retrofitting; energy performance contracting; ModSCO

1. Introduction

Buildings are responsible for approximately 40% of European Union (EU) energy
consumption and 36% of the greenhouse gas emissions. Buildings are therefore the single
largest energy consumer in Europe. To increase the building’s energy performance, the
EU has established a legislative framework with the scope of achieving a highly energy
efficient and decarbonised building stock by 2050. To do so, it needs to create a stable
environment for investment decisions and enable consumers and businesses to make more
informed choices to save energy and money [1].

One of the potential measures to target these objectives is Energy Performance Con-
tracting (EPC) [2]. EPC is a mechanism for organising energy efficiency financing with
the scope of reducing the building energy consumption. The company involved in EPC is
usually an Energy Service Company (ESCO).

In this mechanism, the ESCO enters agreements with property owners to improve the
energy efficiency of their property by implementing various Energy Conservation Measures
(ECMs). The ESCO ensures energy savings in comparison to a historical (or calculated)
energy baseline. In relation to the savings achieved by the implementation of ECMs, the
ESCO receives performance-based remuneration.

To be more competitive during the audit, the ESCO must: (i) define valid energy
conservation measures, (ii) predict the thermal behaviour of the future building, and (iii)
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correctly determine and adjust the energy baseline for the estimation of the energy savings
due to the ECMs installed.

The third point is one of the main challenges and a potential crucial issue in the EPC
business model as it can generate a considerable degree of insecurity and monetary risks.

The Measurement and Verification (M&V) and in particular the International Per-
formance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) [3] provides an important
framework to help quantify the energy savings of retrofit measures.

However, the application of the IPMVP framework in the retrofitting contest is often
complex due to limited and uncertain information about the buildings. In order to address
this challenge and enhance the uptake of EPC, this paper presents ModSCO. ModSCO
is a web application based on a Reduced Order grey box Model (ROM) that can be used
for systematic quantification of energy savings (avoided energy consumption) achieved
through ECMs utilising information data available for existing buildings.

2. ModSCO Web Application
2.1. ModSCO Core Platform

The core of the ModSCO web application is a Python script [4] based on a long open-
source stack (PyFMI [5] and dependencies) that is stored in a server. The Python script
runs a Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) [6], generated using an open-source software
called Jmodelica [7]. The FMU file contains the Reduced Order grey-box Model (ROM).
The ROM is based on the RC-Network that was developed using the Modelica language
programming [8] within the Dymola Environment [9]. A detailed description of the ROM
and its parameter calculation was presented in [10].

To make accessible the Python script and, thus, to simplify the use of ROM, a web
based Graphical User Interface (GUI) was created by using the bubble.io platform [11]. The
GUI uses an Application Programming Interface (API) to send and receive information
from the Python script stored in the server.

2.2. ModSCO Work-Flow

Figure 1 shows the framework for the utilisation of the ModSCO web application
represented with the Business Process Model Notation (BPMN) v2.0 [12]. BPMN provides
an intuitive and easy way for non-expert users to understand the workflow. It represents
the semantics of complex processes easily and in an intelligible form [13].
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The utilisation of the web application is defined by three phases.
Phase 1 calculates the 28 parameters needed to run the ModSCO application. The

calculus of the parameters is based on formulae and methods defined by standards, which
are implemented in three MS Excel based tools: ROMPar, schedule generator, and internal
gain calculator, which are downloadable in the web application. During Phase 1, the energy
engineer plays with the MS Excel tools using building information. The tools generate
the parameters (ROM Schedules.txt, building parameters.txt files of Figure 1) that are
fundamental to build and run the simulations. The ModSCO GUI allows for the upload
of the generated text files and, once the energy engineer manually fulfils the remaining
inputs (Manual parameters of Phase 1 (Figure 1)), the application is ready to perform the
ModSCO simulation.

Phase 2 of the workflow shows in Figure 1, regard the ModSCO simulation which out-
put is the calibrated IPMVP Baseline Period Energy consumptions (BPEs) for the building
under analysis. Therefore, the parameters outlined in Phase 1 are simulated and sent by
the API to the Python script. The Python script produces the BPEs in .csv format that are
compared with the actual consumption of the building for the calibration of the model. The
ModSCO ROM’s structure and its low number of parameters helps in reducing the degree
of freedom of the calibration phase, thus reducing the possibility of over-fitting issues [14].
For this reason, a knowledge-based calibration procedure, based on the method described
by Giretti [15], was adopted to select the group of model parameters more affected by the
uncertainty. The calibration phase focuses on iteratively optimising the values of the se-
lected group of uncertain parameters in order to increase the accuracy of the BPEs. During
Phase 2, the user runs a simulation for every iteration and the resulting BPEs are compared
with the actual measured energy consumptions (e.g. energy bills). This comparison is
performed utilising a dedicated MS Excel Tool (calibration and saving estimation tool) that
is downloadable from the application. The MS Excel Tool calculates the calibration error
and accuracy by using the following indices and their IPMVP acceptable limits [16]:

• Normalised Mean Biased Error→ NMBE < 5%
• Coefficient of Variation of Root Mean Square Error→ CV(RMSE) < 20%
• Coefficient of Determination→ R2 > 0.75
• Monthly Deviation < 15%

The BPEs generated by ModSCO are considered accepted and calibrated if all the
values are within the IPMVP acceptance criteria range.

The last phase of Figure 1 uses the calibrated ModSCO model to generate the Adjusted
BPEs, allowing for the calculation of the energy savings due to the adoption of the ECMs.

In order to create the Adjusted BPEs, the calibrated ROM has to be updated with the
data referred to in the reporting period. These data include all the independent variables
such as the weather file, occupancy schedules, equipment schedules, HVAC set points, and
HVAC heating/cooling ON-OFF. Furthermore, other ROM’s inputs can be adjusted if the
static factors are modified in the reporting period. These may include people heat gains
(occupancy type, density), significant equipment problems or lighting levels, etc. Finally,
the energy engineer calculates the energy savings using the same MS Excel Tool calibration
and saving estimation tool. The tool allows us to compare the adjusted BPEs with the
Reporting Period Energy consumption (RPEs) and the savings are calculated using the
following formula:

Savings = (Adjusted BPE − RPE) ± Calibration Error (1)

where the calibration error is based on the accuracy achieved during the model calibration phase.

3. The ModSCO Test Case

The previous section described the entire workflow to calculate energy savings for the
implementation of ECMs in a building using the ModSCO web application. This section
reports a real test case, where two different workflows to calculate the IPMVP BPEs are
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compared in terms of accuracy and time. The first was done by using the ModSCO web
application while, for the second, a whole building energy model was developed with the
IES-VE software [17].

The test case is a university building (i.e., Áras de Brún) constructed in 1960 and
located in the campus of the National University of Ireland Galway. The building is
constituted by a standalone concrete post and beam construction with extensive glazing
to the east and west facades. The heating system is provided by two gas condensing
boilers located in the plant room, each providing a thermal output of 107 kW. In 2019, the
building had an annual electrical consumption of 338 MWh and a further 94 MWh for
natural gas. All these measured data plus a series of interviews with the building manager
supported the development, validation, and calibration of both the ModSCO and IES-VE
models. However, different uncertain and missing information was present in the building
(e.g., system schedules, equipment data). Table 1 shows a comparison of the ModSCO
and IES-VE statistical indices after the calibration phase. The calibrated ModSCO model
satisfied all the IPMVP calibration criteria for both natural gas and electricity consumption.
Similarly, the IES-VE Model satisfied all the calibration criteria.

Table 1. Comparison of the IPMVP® statistical indices of the calibrated 2019 ModSCO Model and the
IES-VE model.

Statistical Indices IPMVP Limits
Natural Gas Electricity

ModSCO IES-VE ModSCO IES-VE

NMBE <±5% 0.25% 1.18 2.70% −0.66
CV_RMSE <20% 6.06% 7.49 15.05% 13.30

R2 >75% 0.965 0.93 0.978 0.983

In terms of time, the workflow of ModSCO required 6 h in total, which includes the
parameters calculation and 28 simulations for the calibration, while the development and
calibration of the IES-VE model took 40 h. The higher amount of time to develop the whole
building energy model was due to collecting the extensive number of inputs parameters
needed to perform the simulations. The estimation of these parameters required a dedicated
building survey and increased the difficulties of the calibration.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel web application, called ModSCO, that enhance the uptake
of EPC for the quantification of energy savings achieved through Energy Conservation
Measures (ECMs). The ModSCO web application was compared with a whole building
energy model developed using IES in a campus building located in Galway, Ireland.
Calibration results of both energy models were in the acceptance range of IPMVP for
monthly energy consumption prediction. However, time savings were demonstrated in the
utilisation of the ModSCO model where limited building information and uncertain data
are present.
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